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Founded in 1995, ECCO Select is a talent acquisition and 
advisory consulting company based in Kansas City. The 
company serves both the commercial and government sectors 
with staffing, IT strategy and training.

Despite the work of the company’s three-person marketing team, 
President and CEO Jeanette Prenger was not satisfied with the 
team’s progress and wanted to boost ECCO’s external marketing. 
Hoping to start with a clean slate, Prenger signed Crux to serve 
as the company’s outsourced marketing arm.

Crux began by refreshing the ECCO brand and completely re-
writing the company’s messaging. That new brand and narrative 
were implemented in a website re-design, along with a steady 
drumbeat of fresh content, including regular blogs and press 
releases. That new content then fueled a stronger social media 
presence for the company. 

From matching ECCO’s signature purple to updating the logo 
mark and service lines, Crux established consistency across all 
materials, including business cards, case studies, ads and pitch 
decks. This allowed the company to continue building a strong 
presence in the markets they serve.
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BEFORE AFTER

Jeanette Prenger, President and CEO, ECCO Select

“ I’m very proud of the ECCO brand 
and it’s evolution by the Crux team.” 



Results

As Crux’s first client, the engagement with ECCO Select truly 
defined the Crux “Third Door” model – an in-house marketing 
team, outsourced – with a CMO to build the marketing strategy 
and an experienced team offering executive-level strategy for less 
than the cost of a marketing manager (let alone an entire internal 
marketing team). 

Crux was able to understand what ECCO was lacking with its 
previous internal team and conducted monthly meetings and 
tracked analytics to showcase results. The consistent, integrated 
approach was a home run for ECCO Select, amplifying its business 
presence and saving the company more than $300K annually 
in salaries and benefits. The company’s COO, Darren Prenger, 
announced in a quarterly company meeting that the company had 
never had stronger marketing, correlating ECCO’s revenue spikes 
with the Crux marketing strategy.

Jeanette Prenger agreed, saying she appreciated having an alternative 
marketing approach: “I believed in Melea and the Crux outsourced 
marketing model and wanted to support her business as her first 
client. We still use all the marketing materials and the messaging 
they created for us, and I continue to get compliments. I’m very 
proud of the ECCO brand and it’s evolution by the Crux team.” 
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ECCO Select is a talent 
acquisition + advisory  
consulting company,  
specializing in providing 
people, process and  
technology solutions for  
our Fortune 1000 and  
federal government clients.

The right people, right now.

ECCOselect.com

WBE/MBE CERTIFIED   |   KANSAS CITY   |   WASHINGTON, DC

THE TALENT  
BEHIND THE  
TECHNOLOGY

ECCO Select is a talent acquisition + 
advisory consulting company, specializing in 
providing people, process and technology 
solutions for our Fortune 1000 and federal 
government clients’ needs.

WBE/MBE CERTIFIED   |   KANSAS CITY   |   WASHINGTON, DC    |   ST. LOUIS   |   ECCOSELECT.COM

IT SERVICES TALENT

CONSULTING TRAINING
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COMPANY OVERVIEW

ECCO Select is a talent acquisition + advisory  
consulting company, specializing in providing people, 
process and technology solutions for our clients.

We’re the talent behind the technology. Sounds 
simple enough, but providing the caliber of IT experts 
and the breadth of consulting our clients demand 
takes a skillful approach. 

Founded in 1995, ECCO Select serves both the  
commercial and government sectors, harnessing  
the power of our people to enhance the power of  
technology for our clients.

We’re proud to be a minority- and woman-owned 
business, but it’s our people and our work that truly 
set us apart. IT experts on demand, strategy, advisory 
consulting, software development, training, program 
management, cyber security—whatever your needs, 
ECCO Select is committed to providing the right 
technology talent and solutions for you.
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• Talent - Contract, contract-to-hire, permanent
• Consulting - Change management, IT & PMO strategy, business advisory
• IT Services - Software development, cyber security, program/project 

management, data management
• Training - Learning tools, strategies, system knowledge

SOLUTIONS FROM ECCO SELECT:

INDUSTRIES:
• Government – Federal, state, local, agriculture
• Health Care – Hospital/health systems, payors, life sciences, 

software providers, physicians
• Financial Services – Banks, insurance, investment services
• Utilities – Telecommunications, energy, waste & water systems
• Transportation – Logistics, railways, trucking, airlines

For more information, visit  
ECCOSelect.com

To speak with a IT  
solutions expert, email  
ITSolutions@ECCOSelect.com  
or call 816-960-3800
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SOLUTIONS

TALENT
Providing you with IT experts on demand, we can place the right talent in the right 
position—when you need them:    
• Contract
• Contract-to-hire
• Permanent

CONSULTING
IT Strategy – We leverage established industry-driven IT practices and design principles 
to effectively implement solutions that enable the critical functions of your business.

Advisory – Some business challenges are too large to tackle alone. Our experienced 
consultants can help you:
• Assess organizational maturity
• Identify and implement business process improvements
• Prioritize projects to transform operations at the right speed for your business
• Build business case and change management plans
• Support people, process and technology transformation

IT SERVICES
Software Development – Methodology-agnostic, we’re equipped to deliver solutions 
in a variety of software delivery methods, including Waterfall, Extreme, ASAP, Agile and 
Hybrid Waterfall/Agile.

Cyber Security – ECCO Select can help you build and sustain a healthy security  
program, while reducing risk and protecting your organization’s privacy. 

Program/Project Management – Let us assist in improving organizational performance. 
Whether your organization is embarking on a transformation initiative or needs sound 
oversight, visibility and structure to predictably execute programs, our team of PMI- 
certified experts can supplement your teams to ensure optimal outcomes. 

TRAINING
Our experts will deploy learning tools, strategies and system knowledge to effectively 
train your staff on your organization’s most critical technology investments.
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